TRAVELABOUT SOLO TRAVEL GROUP
COWRA & YOUNG TOUR
Departing August 2019
$1350pp twin share
$1700 Solo

Cowra Japanese Garden

Cowra Peace Bell

Chinese Garden Young

Cowra POW Camp

Iandra Castle Young

Bill The Bastard

Lambing Flat Museum

Cowra Railway & Roundhouse Museum

TRAVELLING SOLO BUT NOT ALONE

Itinerary Cowra & Young

Day 1 Sydney – Cowra
This morning we are picked up from Ryde Eastwood Leagues Club for our exciting visit to Cowra and Young. On the way
we stop at Wyangala Waters State Park, before we arrive at the Cowra Motor Inn which will be our home for the next 6
nights. (D)
Day 2 Cowra
After breakfast this morning we depart to see Cowra major attractions. We visit Cowra’s World Peace Bell, Info Centre
Hologram, and Japanese Gardens. After lunch we visit the POW Camp & Cemetery, Cowra Roundhouse & Railway
Museum.
Dinner and wine tasting is at Lachlan Valley Hotel. (B,D)
Day 3 Cowra – Canowindra
Today after breakfast we leave for Canowindra where we visit the Age of Fishes Museum and the Ag Farm Machinery
Museum. We have lunch at own expense, then we have plenty of free time to explore Canowindra’s Bendy main street.
Later this afternoon we visit Rosnay organic winery for a wine tasting.
This evening we have a real treat by celebrating Christmas in August with Tommy at Montrose House. (B,D)
Day 4 Cowra – Canowindra
After breakfast we once again make our way to Canowindra, where we have a Bushranger Tour where we walk in the
steps of Ben Hall, the infamous bushranger lunch and wine tasting is included.
Tonight our dinner is at Cowra Motor Inn. (B,L,D)
Day 5 Cowra – Harden – Jugiong
After breakfast we depart for Harden and Jugiong. Where we have Bill the Bastard experience and Gold Trail and here
the amazing stories of this horse. We then go to lunch in Jugiong at the Sir George Wine Cellar. On the way home we
stop at Boorowa for coffee at the Superb Bakery. Dinner tonight is at the Cowra Motor Inn. (B,L,D)
Day 6 Cowra – Young
Today we depart for Young and see the beautiful Iandra Castle, Iandra Castle was established by George Henry Greene
from 1878-1911, and represents a rare example of complete feudal-like estate, modelled on the English Manor System.
It has no equal in New South Wales or Australia. The nearby village of Greenthorpe was built by Greene for his tennants.
Greene pioneered share farming in NSW in 1892, and soon after the turn of the century, the Iandra estate produced the
largest yield of wheat for that time - 100,000 bags. We then travel to Poppa’s Fudge Factory (lunch is available at own
expense). After lunch we visit Young Chinese Gardens and the Lambing Flat Museum. A veritable treasure trove of relics
from nearly 200 years of European settlement in Young is hiding away at the Lambing Flat Folk Museum. There is an
excellent display detailing both the gold mining history of Young and the Chinese presence in the town at that time.
Most notably, the collection tells the dark history of the Lambing Flat Riots of the 1860s, and is complete with significant
memorabilia from that event, including the infamous flag around which the dissenters rallied, reading, “Roll Up – No
Chinese”, which is on display in a glass cabinet in the centre of the room. There are also personal items of Chinese
migrants here; beautiful Chinese vases, cooking equipment and clothing, to name a few.
Day 7 Cowra – Sydney
After breakfast we say goodbye to Cowra and make our way home to Sydney.

